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Overview

The Data Distribution API is a powerful new tool for creating new APIs for VIVO. Using the Data Distribution API you can configure API endpoints that will respond with data from the VIVO content triple store in formats ready for use in other software.

The Data Distribution API is not included with VIVO 1.10 by default. Inclusion of the Data Distribution API is optional. If you would like to include the Data Distribution API in your VIVO, follow the process below.

Process for Adding the Data Distribution API

For the VIVO 1.10.x see https://github.com/vivo-community/vivo-data-distribution-api/blob/468526eeddff94032e299a83135d992247ca53233/site_builder/src/site/markdown/install_vivo_1_10.md

For the VIVO 1.11.x see https://github.com/vivo-community/vivo-data-distribution-api/blob/468526eeddff94032e299a83135d992247ca53233/site_builder/src/site/markdown/install_vivo_1_11.md